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Language Russian

Education National Film and Television School, Beaconsfield, MA Film and Television (specialising in film editing)
London College of Printing, London, BTEC Diploma in Foundation Studies in Art and Design, BA Film
and Video (1st year)

Documentary

Unearthed, Series 6 Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary, Reversions
This series follows scientists using groundbreaking technology that can ‘see inside’ these ancient wonders to reveal
hidden chambers and vaults. Immersive CGI animation pulls them apart - stone by stone - to expose their
construction secrets.

Searching for Italy with Stanley Tucci Raw TV CNN
60 min Documentary
Academy Award nominee Stanley Tucci travels across Italy to discover the secrets and delights of the county’s
regional cuisines.

Ambulance: Code Red Curve Media Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Following specialist emergency response teams on their most extreme medical call outs, embedded with the
Critical Care and Air Ambulance Response cars.

Lost Treasures of Ancient Rome Windfall Films NatGeo
60 min Documentary
Lost Treasures of Ancient Rome will join teams of archaeologists as they make astonishing, career-defining discoveries.
They will reveal the hidden secrets of Rome’s spectacular amphitheatre, the Colosseum. We’ll embed our cameras as
archaeologists undertake the biggest excavations at Pompeii in fifty years. We’ll follow dive teams uncovering the
remains of a spectacular sunken city and reveal astonishing new evidence about one of the greatest empires the world
has ever seen.

World’s Most Secret Hotels Windfall Films Channel 4
60 min Documentary
This series explores the most hidden and remote hotels on the planet. From underwater retreats and remote desert
lodges to cliffside dwellings and treetop cabins. We reveal how they were built and uncover the secrets of what it takes to
run them round the clock - from catering and housekeeping to designing their interiors. We see how they maintain these
interesting places to stay - whether boutique snug one bedroomed cottages or sprawling luxury resorts.
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A&E After Dark Crackit Productions Channel 5
2 x 60 min Documentary
Lifting the lid on the night shift as experienced by A&E workers, with exclusive access to Hull Royal Infirmary.
The night-time challenges facing NHS staff are captured in their raw form

Lost Tombs of Egypt Windfall Films National Geography
60 min Documentary
An immersive, action-packed and discovery-led series following International teams of archaeologists during the
excavation season in Egypt’s Valley of the Kings.

Unearthed, Series 5 Windfall Films Discovery
60 min Documentary
Unearthed investigates new evidence that reveals the myths and mysteries behind ancient civilizations and the
iconic mega structures they built.

The Supervet, Series 7 Blast TV Channel 4
2 x 60 min Documentary
In this series, the Professor Noel Fitzpatrick works on some of the hardest-to-cure pets from across the country and
attempts to cure animals that might otherwise be beyond saving

Council House Britain The Garden Productions Channel 4
60 min  Documentary
Documentary series about the work of Southwark Council and the lives of the residents who live in the borough.
This series explores the scale and wide range of the work that the council does, the ups and downs of daily life in
the borough and the huge diversity of lives lived on estates and homes across Southwark.

In Every Dream Home A Heartache BBC BBC3
60 min Documentary
Successful Pakistani immigrants living in Oslo return to the Punjab to build their dream home.

The Supervet, Series 5 and 6 Blast TV Channel 4
5 x 50 min Documentary including 2 Christmas Specials
Hard-to-cure pets from across the country receive cutting-edge care from Professor Noel Fitzpatrick, the ‘Bionic Vet’,
and his veterinary team.

The Valley of the Kings Windfall Films Channel 4
2 x 60 min  Documentary
Series which explores the tough, mysterious and endlessly fascinating world of archaeology in Egypt's Valley of the
Kings. Teams from all over the world compete to unearth, decode and analyse brand new finds that are changing
the way we understand the world of ancient Egypt.

Hear No Evil Arrow Media Investigation
42 min Documentary, Additional Editor Discovery
Crime series using authentic audio that is recorded at the scene of the crime. Each episode features in-the-moment
audio recordings captured by the victim’s families, perpetrator’s friends, investigators and even the killers
themselves.
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Death on Campus Locomotive Films BBC3
30 min Documentary,  Additional editing
The documentary uses the testimony of loved ones to piece together the last days and hours of three students who
took their own lives under the pressures of the academic, financial and social expectations of university.

Everest Rescue Betty TV Discovery
2 x 60 min Observational Documentary
Doc  series  following  the  extraordinary  work  of  the  Himalaya's  high  altitude  helicopter  rescue  pilots. The
series puts the viewer  on  the front line of the  search & rescue and humanitarian missions across the Nepali
Himalaya.

Trailblazers October Films Discovery
60 min Documentary, Additional Editor
The quest to expand human knowledge takes scientists into the darkest places on earth. Death waits at every turn,
but protecting them from danger are a brotherhood of elite survivalists called the Trailblazers.

Storm Troupers: The Fight to Forecast the Weather Keo Films BBC4
60 min Documentary
A look at the history of meteorology: from the pioneers who first helped us see into the future, to the modern-day
guardians who keep us safe from the worst impacts of weather.

Free Ride Raw TV Discovery
60 min Observational Documentary
Travel and adventure documentary following survivalist Rob Greenfield as he hikes across South America, facing lots
of physical and mental challenges along the way.

MYgrations October Films Nat Geo
2 x 60 min Observational Documentary, Additional Editor
Observational series following a group of twenty zoologists, adventurers and ex-military people attempting to follow
the annual wildebeest across a host of hostile environments from the Serengeti to the Mara River, whilst avoiding
becoming victims to lions and other dangerous animals along the way.

Pirate Treasure of the Knights Templar October Films History Channel
2 x 60 min Documentary
Renowned underwater explorer Barry Clifford and historian Scott Wolter unearth new evidence in an attempt to
find hidden links between two of history’s most legendary sects, separated by 500 years: the mediaeval Knights
Templar and 17th century pirates.
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How the Universe Works, Series 4 Pioneer Productions Discovery
Science
2 x 60 min Documentary
Black holes are the least understood places in the universe, where the rules of physics collapse. We go inside the
supermassive black hole in the centre of the Milky Way.

The Making of David Attenborough’s Natural History Museum Alive
60 min Documentary Atlantic Productions Sky 3D
Behind the scenes with Sir David Attenborough who takes us on a journey through the world-famous Natural
History Museum in a captivating tale of discovery where the state of the art CGI brings the museum's now
long-extinct inhabitants to life.

Brave New World With Stephen Hawking, Series 2 WC Media Channel 4
60 min Documentary
These machines will completely transform the way we live. Be whisked into the future in a driverless car, then watch
motorised artificial limbs transform paraplegics into pedestrians –and average humans into bionic miracles.

Micro Monsters 3D with David Attenborough Atlantic Productions Sky Atlantic / 3D
60 min Documentary
David Attenborough reveals the marvellous adaptability of the most successful group of animals on the planet.
Using pioneering macroscopic 3D techniques, he explores in unparalleled detail the intricate, sophisticated
behaviours of these creatures and the complexity of the environments they build and inhabit.

Gold Rush, Season 2 and 3 Raw TV Discovery
4 x 60 min Observational Documentary
This season someone hits the mother lode. Todd doubles down with two claims, twice the crew and twice the gear.
Dakota Fred's glory hole is thought to contain millions in gold. Parker hires a new crew and sets his sights on new
land.

Storm City 3D Pioneer Productions Sky 3D / Sky Atlantic,
Documentary Nat Geo
Using advanced engineering technology and science, a team of experts set out to recreate the impact of natural
forces to investigate what the effects are.

Last Shuttle, Our Journey Windfall Films Discovery
Documentary Science
This film winds back the clock and follows the space shuttle Atlantis as it is prepared for its last mission. It draws on
personal testimonies of key characters - the engineers, astronauts and others who have spent their lives working on
the Shuttle Program.

South Beach Classics Pioneer Productions Discovery
6 x 60 min
Ted has been in Miami selling classic cars since the 70s and knows all the tricks of the trade. His wife Robin has
worked alongside him for 17 years. Filled with cool cars, colourful characters and plenty of humour, South Beach
Classics is about turning these American classics into cash.

True Heroes: Hostages Darlow Smithson Discovery
50 min Observational Documentary
Drama-documentaries about ordinary people who perform extraordinary acts of heroism.
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How the Earth Was Made Pioneer Productions Discovery
50 min Documentary
A look at the geologic history of Mount Everest, the tallest peak in the world, and how the Himalayas mountain
range was once an ancient seabed, pushed up to the roof of the world by tectonic smashing of the Indian plate into
the Asian continent.

Catastrophes Pioneer Productions Channel 4
3 x 50 min Documentary Discovery USA
30 million years after Earth's birth a cataclysmic collision almost destroyed the planet completely. Instead this
chance collision formed the moon, triggering an extraordinary sequence of events that formed this unique planet
teaming with life.

I Shouldn't Be Alive Darlow Smithson Discovery / Channel 4
8 x 50 min Documentary Granada
In October 1982, 5 people got caught in a tropical storm. When their yacht sinks, they must survive in the middle of
the Atlantic Ocean on a raft with no survival equipment. To their absolute horror, they find the area of the ocean to
be infested with sharks. (Interviews editor)

Naked Science Pioneer Productions Nat Geo
2 x 50 min Documentary
The deep-sea ocean remains vastly unexplored due to the technical challenges of researching this extreme
environment. The seabed has the potential to power our planet and cure diseases, but what do we really know
about it? Dive down and discover how the surface of our planet is made and destroyed.

As the Sun Begins to Set Zorky Films Ltd
58 min Observational documentary
Film about the elderly passengers of the QE2 cruise ship.
Official Selection Sheffield International Documentary Festival 2005
‘See’ International Documentary Festival, Brighton 2005
Krakow International Film Festival 2006
Official Selection Melbourne International Film Festival 2006
Official Selection ‘Doclisboa’ Lisbon International Documentary Festival 2006
Sole e Luna Docfest’ Italy 2006
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Waiting for a Lift BBC 4
33 min Documentary
Institute of Contemporary Art - Winner Beck's Futures Prize for Film and Video 2005
Brooklyn Underground Film Festival - Winner Best Short Award 2005
Sheffield International Documentary Festival 2004 - Jarwood Special Honorary Mention
Docaviv International Documentary Festival 2005
Amsterdam Shadow International
Karlovy Vary International Film Festival 2004
Melbourne International Film Festival 2004

Factual Entertainment

Gone to Pot Betty TV ITV
60 min Factual
A group of well known personalities, each with a desire to find out more about medicinal marijuana, go on a road
trip to explore the pros and cons of legalisation. The series sees them meet people who have experienced the
medical benefits and downsides of marijuana. Additional Editing

Passport to Love October Films A&E
60 min Factual Entertainment
Series follows 5 American women who have been unable to find love in the US. They each travel to a different
country in search of romance, love and happiness.

How Do They Do It, Series 6 WAG TV Discovery
60 min Factual
Our comfortable and modern way of life relies on the problem-solving genius of engineers, and the vision of
industrial designers who are constantly striving to make things better. 'How Do They Do It?' puts more everyday
items under the microscope to explain the technology, designs and processes behind how they are made.

Animations

Charlie and Lola, Series 2 Tiger Aspect Productions
Episodes: I wish I could draw exactly more like you, Never ever step on the cracks, I will not never ever forget you
Nibbles, Look after your planet, Too many big words, How many more minutes until Christmas

Lloyd in the Corner
07’ 30’’
Golden Reel Awards 2005 – Winner of Verna Fields Award
Anifest2 Festival Budapest 2004 – Winner of Grand Prize
Puchon International Animation Festival of Seoul - Winner of Gonju Comm, College Dean Prize
Edinburgh International Film Festival 2004, Karlovy Vary International Film Festival 2004
Bradford International Animation Festival 2004, Berlin International Film Festival 2005 (Avid)


